As I write, the BMJ is picking up on the Oxford Health Alliance's campaign, decrying the description of all doctors below the level of consultant as 'junior' or 'trainee'. 1 It's nice to find myself agreeing with the CMO (presumably of England). 2 It's not fair on the 'juniors' and adds to the pressure on consultants to be permanently hands-on, as patients refuse to accept the musings of a 35-year-old 'child'.
Personally, I feel I 'peaked' around three to five years after MRCP -a decent balance of knowledge and experience, with no overdose of world-weary cynicism. Nurses seemed to peak even earlier. The 'threestriped' senior student was the ideal companion for any tricky assessment or procedure; both knowledge and experience up-to-scratch, but yet to develop the hierarchy-awareness that came with the Staff Nurse's broad stripe . . .
A BMJ follow-up mused that the campaign distracted us from the main issues, 3 but I feel that the terminology is important and arguably part of the ongoing process of reducing the position and 'power' of all doctors in the NHS. I'm not hankering after the days when a Superintendent and Matron ruled the roost (before my time -honest). I'm just watching developments, large and tiny, and wondering whether doctors have any say in anything that happens.
A small example. A brand-new gigantic hospital springs up in the city of Glasgow (eventually termed the QEUH). The decision is made that all patients' rooms will be single. Nurses don't like it. Doctors don't like it. But the decision is made. It doesn't matter what the healthcare professionals think. And they do little to change it. Why? Because they don't believe they can. Because doctors themselves have been convinced that their opinion is not important.
How did the powers-that-be achieve this? It's genius, really.
Doctors are often portrayed as arrogant, know-itall, 'entitled', etc. But whilst it may suit our 'masters' to sustain that public perception, in private they realise that most doctors are decent people. And would like to shake off these descriptions. So they can play on that decency to downgrade the way they are treated. By suggesting that doctors are looking for 'special' treatment whenever they disagree with some new restriction, you immediately weaken their resolve, and break up any solidarity of opposition.
One BMJ response mentions the 'six-weeks' notice' that doctors 'must give' for any holidays. This is a unilateral move by NHS management and not included in the 'Terms and Conditions' of the contract. Yet, doctors accepted it, despite the difficulties it can cause. Why? Because they were led to believe that they had previously been 'specially treated' in the way they had organised their holidays. Yet, a quick look at contract and employment law reveals that there are no hard rules, but normal practice is to give notice twice the length of time you plan to take off. So, for a two-day holiday, four days' notice should be given. Only for a three-week disappearance would six weeks' notice be suggested.
The Scottish Government approach to the 7.5:2.5 consultant contract is similar. Unilaterally change it to 9:1, and tell new consultants that anything more than 4 h SPA is 'special' and they have to earn it. With the apparent (and, in my view, shameful) complicity of established consultants, they are forced to accept.
Provoking this sort of inertia in a potentially powerful enemy was a slow process, starting with little things, putting doctors in their place. Although they have been going on for years, the Glasgow hospital-move gives us recent examples.
One patient per room, but six consultants per office.
Meeting-rooms to be booked in advance from central office. Even rooms attached to 'your' ward. So, no 'ownership'.
Parking Permits: No special treatment for doctors in the pecking-order. This 'marketed' as an opportunity . . . being forced to cycle to work will be good for you (within six months, 3 of my 15 erstwhile consultant colleagues had to take time off for various broken bones . . . old dog . . . new tricks . . .).
Meanwhile, I was moving full-time to the associated ACAD, where there was still no office for myself or senior colleague two days before our old ones were officially condemned. It required physically touring the corridors and some fancy verbal footwork to nab a joint-office in front of the suggested 'possible part-time nurse planning a project' and a fire-officer who would be there for 'not sure how many days' a year.
And the reason we can't do anything about any of this? We have lost our standing in the community. And the reason we have lost that? Well, part of it is because we get paid too much.
There is no public appetite to listen to whingeing doctors, 'no better than they ought to be' who get paid oodles of cash. Just like football stars (maybe a different ball-park. In a month, Cristiano Ronaldo earns more than twice what I did in an entire career). The only vestige of public sympathy is for the plight of 'junior doctors' (that phrase again) which they usually believe is the fault of 'fat-cat' seniors.
So the position of doctors has been gradually eroded. Initially in the little things, moving onto their conditions and finances . . . until their say in the running of the NHS itself dwindles. There are mixed views in the media and amongst the public as to whether this is a good thing. The 'God Complex' syndrome still features in many a view of doctors -who deserve to be taken down a peg or two -although not all are convinced that others will better serve patients' interests.
One wonders if the profession has failed to learn from history. Often, the last in a line of oligarchs or monarchs -Louis XVI, Czar Nicholas II -is the one most aware of his/her privileged position and tries to do some little things about it -unaware of just how deepseated resentment lies. Their moves are seen as a sign of weakness, and soon . . .
Whilst they were arrogant, officious and entitled, doctors could hold onto their power. But once they developed a consciousness, awareness, even embarrassment, of how inappropriate their special treatment perhaps was, they were doomed.
We're too nice. But maybe we shouldn't stop calling the juniors 'juniors'. Let them keep their brief moment, still held close in the hearts of the nation.
SMJ 62/4
Meantime, this 'Christmas' issue of the SMJ continues the always-room-for-one plan and includes a lighthearted look at the possibility of using patient-devised words for unusual symptoms. The erudite offerings come, the author admits, from a rather particular group of patients.
Elsewhere, this quarter's 'hypothesis generation' comes from Turkey, concerning a possible role for vitamin D in the 'preventable' retinopathy of prematurity. Closer to home, the management of the 2015 outbreak of wound Botulism in Glasgow -the largest such in Europe, and down to suspect heroin -is described. A more ongoing parameter is assessed in a survey of the changing demographic of hip fractures.
By chance, the case reports all echo the importance of past, even family, medical history in eclectic scenarios -from the assessment of the apparently mundane symptom of a painful foot, or of unexplained general deterioration in a young man, to the unexpected consequence of a procedure done five years previously.
And In My Opinion reminds us that not all symptoms require organic causes. Whilst we may be fearful of making our juniors over-cynical (who, me?), we must remember that all possible causes of symptoms should be considered. To completely ignore a possibility because the patient, a relative, or the Daily Watchdog might take offense, may well be doing the patient a disservice. And it is reasonable that the juniors, trainees, JHOs, Residents, Registrars, PRHOs, Senior Registrars, CMT1s, CMT2s, GPST1s, ST1s, ST2s . . .. ect.1s . . . are, all of them, aware of that.
